
Technology Sponsorship 
Opportunities

Help QuadMeets get to the next level! We need to raise about  for a proprietary $15,000
software that will allow us to host multiple QuadMeets simultaneously. This will allow us 
to scale quickly and efficiently.

Business Sponsorship Opportunity for $300
Over a 13 week peroid, , we are going to highlight two companies each beginning the week of 11/15/2020
week, or 26 total companies. If you’d like to be featured, this is what you can expect:

Ÿ Presented in Weekly Email = about 40% open rate & 22% click rate
Ÿ Logo on each QuadMeets = about 75 per week or 300 people 

looking at it for 30 minutes
Ÿ 30 second company pitch from QuadSquad Leader on 

QuadMeets
Ÿ Tag & mention for each QuadSquad Leader in their daily recap 

post on LinkedIn = Estimated 50,000 views for the week
Ÿ Tag & mention on QuadStar of the Day posts = Estimated 2,500 

views
Ÿ Home Page Banner placement that week = Estimated 300 views.

Join the QuadMeets Founders Club for $100
FIRST 100 individuals to join the QuadMeets Founders Club will receive an exclusive 
QuadMeets T-Shirt as well as a certificate and badge number. THERE WILL NOT BE 
MORE THAN 100 CLUB MEMBERS!

The badge number will be displayed on your QuadMeets profile page for this first phase  
technology rollout.

Let everyone know you were an early adaptor to QuadMeets and contributed to making the 
first phase of technology possible!

Shipping in United States included, international shipping will be extra.

Visit  to purchase!www.anythingonanything.com/quadmeets

50,000+
Impressions
for $0.006

per impression!

670,000+
Impressions
for $0.0007

per impression!

In addition, we are looking 
for 4 T-Shirt Sponsors! 

Display your logo on the 
back of the T-shirt for  $500. 

Only 4 spots available!
 6,700 impressions * 100 T-

Shirts = 670,000

Grab your 
spot now! 

Only open for 
2 weeks

11/1/20 - 11/14/20

http://www.anythingonanything.com/quadmeets
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